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The Riemann problem for a conservation law with a nonconvex (cubic) flux can
be solved in a class of admissible nonclassical solutions that may violate the Oleinik
entropy condition but satisfy a single entropy inequality and a kinetic relation. We
use such a nonclassical Riemann solver in a front tracking algorithm, and prove
that the approximate solutions remain bounded in the total variation norm. The
nonclassical shocks induce an increase of the total variation and, therefore, the
classical measure of total variation must be modified accordingly. We prove that
the front tracking scheme converges strongly to a weak solution satisfying the
entropy inequality.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the Cauchy problem for a conservation law with
nonconvex flux-function (taken to be cubic, for simplicity):
t u+xu3=0, u(x, t) # R, x # R, t>0, (1.1)
u(x, 0)=u0(x), x # R, (1.2)
where the initial data u0 is a function with bounded total variation. It is
well known that singularities develop in finite time in initially smooth
solutions to (1.1) and the class of continuous functions is too narrow to
encompass all of the relevant solutions. In the broader class of discon-
tinuous solutions understood in the weak sense of distributions, one
attempts to recover the uniqueness of the solutions by adding a selection
principle, called an entropy condition [11, 12].
The selection of weak solutions is customarily based on the vanishing
viscosity method. The (classical) entropy solutions to (1.1), by definition,
are limits of sequences of smooth solutions to the regularized equation
t u=+xu3= ==xxu= , (1.3)
when =  0. It is known that u=lim=  0 u= satisfies the so-called Oleinik
entropy condition [14] and, particularly, the Lax shock admissibility
inequalities. The latter requires that the characteristics near the shock
impinge on the discontinuity [11].
However in certain applications in continuum mechanics, dispersive
phenomena (due to capillarity effects in fluid flows, for instance, or to the
Hall effect in magnetohydrodynamics) may actually contributetogether
with dissipative effectsto drive the propagating shock waves. In such
situations, dispersion should be taken into account when defining entropy
solutions to the hyperbolic equation (1.1). One of the simplest example
where dissipation and dispersion are in balance is to select the weak solu-
tions to (1.1)(1.2) that can be realized as limits of solutions to
t u=+xu3= ==xxu=+A=
2xxx u= , (1.4)
with =  0 but A kept fixed. When A>0, the limiting solution does not
coincide with the one obtained in (1.3) and depends upon A; see
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JacobsMacKinneyShearer [9] and HayesLeFloch [6]. In this context,
the limiting solution u=lim=  0 u= given by (1.4) is referred to as the
admissible nonclassical solution. Observe that it is necessary to provide the
constant A in order to formulate a Cauchy problem for (1.1)(1.2).
More generally, a framework to encompass all of the nonclassical
solutions that are limits of a (continuous or discrete) approximation
scheme like (1.4) was proposed by HayesLeFloch [6, 8] (and extended
to systems in [7]). The focus is on solutions that satisfy the conservation
law (1.1) in the weak sense together with a single entropy inequality of the
form
tU(u)+xF(u)0, (1.5)
where U is strictly convex and F $(u)=3U$(u) u2. A shock wave satisfying
(1.1)(1.5) is called a nonclassical shock if it does not satisfy the Oleinik
entropy condition. Such a discontinuity is actually undercompressive, i.e., it
travels with a speed either slower or faster than both characteristics on
either sides of the shock. The main concern in [6] was the Riemann
problem, i.e., the case when u0 is piecewise constant. It was established that
the Riemann problem has a unique solution provided an additional condi-
tion is imposed, called a kinetic relation, which is required for nonclassical
shocks only and determines them uniquely. In contrast with Oleinik con-
struction, the nonclassical Riemann solution may be non-monotone. Thus
the total variation of the Riemann solution may be larger than the initial
total variation. However, in the L1-norm, the Riemann solution depends
continuously upon its end states.
The purpose of the present paper is to consider an arbitrary nonclassical
Riemann solver, and to apply to the Cauchy problem a front tracking
algorithm, developed by BaitiJenssen [1], Bressan [3], Dafermos [4],
and Risebro [15]. With the classical Riemann solver, the analysis of
convergence toward a classical, entropy solution of (1.1)(1.2) is straight-
forward: the total variation of the approximate (and limiting) solutions
decreases in time, and a uniform bound for the total variation follows. To
handle nonclassical Riemann solutions, we are forced to introduce a
modified measure of total variation which still is decreasing for
approximate solutions, even in the presence of nonclassical shocks. This is
done by carefully estimating the strength of wave fronts across interactions,
distinguishing between classical and nonclassical waves, and modifying the
usual total variation accordingly. See Sections 2 and 3.
In Sections 4 and 5, we prove that the front tracking scheme converges
to a weak solution of (1.1) satisfying the entropy inequality (1.5). Further
properties on the limiting solutions are given in [2] together with an
extension to systems of equations.
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2. RIEMANN PROBLEM AND INTERACTION PATTERNS
In this section we first introduce the nonclassical Riemann solver and then
list all of the possible wave interaction configurations. Their graphical
representation can be found in the appendix. The Oleinik entropy condition
[14] selects a unique weak solution to the Riemann problem, depending
continuously upon its initial states. The concept of nonclassical solution
extends Oleinik’s construction to encompass all limits of dispersivediffusive
schemes.
In the following, for definiteness, we choose the entropyentropy flux
pair
U(u) :=
u2
2
, F(u) :=
3u4
4
, (2.1)
to serve in the entropy inequality (1.5). This choice is consistent with the
approximation (1.4), as well as with (2.3) introduced below. It can be
checked that, given a left state ul , a shock connecting ul to a right state ur
satisfies (1.5) with this choice of (U, F ) iff ur # [&|ul |, |ul | ]. In addition,
taking for example ul to be positive, the shock wave
(a) either satisfies the Oleinik condition if ur # [&ul2, ul];
(b) or violates this condition if ur # [&ul , &ul 2).
In Case (b) we will say that the shock is nonclassical. In particular, when
ur=&u l 2, the shock speed coincides with the characteristic speed at the
right state, and a rarefaction wave can be attached to the shock: This is the
limiting case between classical and nonclassical behavior.
In [6] it was proved that, in order to have uniqueness for the Riemann
problem, for every left state u one has to single out a unique right state
.(u) that can be connected to u with a nonclassical shock. The function
. : R [ R is called a kinetic function, which depends on the regularization
adopted for (1.1).
Therefore, in the present paper, we suppose that a Lipschitz continuous
function . is given. In view of Case (b) above, it is natural to assume that
&u<.(u)&
u
2
for all u>0, &
u
2
.(u)<&u for all u<0.
(H1)
It will be convenient to set
:(u)=&u&.(u). (2.2)
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Observe that (H1) is equivalent to
&
u
2
:(u)<0 for all u>0, 0<:(u)&
u
2
for all u<0.
Also, note that .(0)=:(0)=0. We refer to Fig. 2.1 for an illustration of .
and :.
A special case of interest is when there exists a constant ; # (0, ] such
that
:(u)=.(u)=&
u
2
for all |u|;. (H2)
We will see that, under the assumption (H2), the solutions are always
classical for values u in the interval [&;, ;]. This hypothesis is compatible
with the choice of the regularization (1.4), but is not compatible with the
following model having nonlinear diffusion and linear dispersion
t u=+xu3= ==x ( |xu= | xu=)+A=xxxu= . (2.3)
In this case there does not exist a ‘‘classical region’’ near the origin, or,
equivalently, ;=0 (see [6] for details).
FIGURE 2.1
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However, for our existence result in Section 5, hypothesis (H2) will be
unavoidable, as it will be clear by (2.11). The case ;=0 is more delicate;
indeed, in a recent research [2], it is emphasized that the speed with which
:(u) tends to zero as u  0 plays a key role.
Two other assumptions will be needed for some of our results:
the function : is non-increasing, (H3)
the function . is non-increasing. (H4)
Both (1.4) and (2.3) yield kinetic functions that are consistent with
(H3)(H4).
Based on a function . satisfying (H1), HayesLeFloch [6] introduced a
solution u to the Riemann problem (1.1)(1.2) with
u0(x)={ul ,ur ,
for x<0,
for x>0,
(2.4)
ul and ur being constant states. When u l>0, one has the following cases:
(i) If uru l , the solution u is a rarefaction wave connecting u l
to ur .
(ii) If ur # [:(ul), u l), u is a classical shock wave connecting ul to ur .
(iii) If ur # (.(u l), :(u l)), u contains a (slower) nonclassical shock
connecting ul to .(ul) followed by a (faster) classical shock connecting
to ur .
(iv) If ur.(ul), the solution contains a nonclassical shock connect-
ing ul to .(ul) followed by a rarefaction connecting to ur .
The four cases are depicted in Fig. 2.2.
The Riemann problem with left data ul<0 is solved in a completely
similar fashion, using the value .(ul)>0. Finally for ul=0, the Riemann
problem is a single rarefaction wave, connecting monotonically ul to ur .
The function u is called the admissible nonclassical solution to the Riemann
problem based on the function .. Different choices for . yield different
solutions u. This is related to the fact that limits of solutions to equations
like (1.4) do depend on the parameter A.
Oleinik’s solution to the Riemann problem is recovered by choosing . to
be the function in (H2) with ;=. Observe that the nonclassical solution
coincides with Oleinik’s solution when ul and ur have the same sign. At the
critical value ur=:(ul), one switches from a single wave pattern (Case ii)
to a two-wave pattern (Case iii): The wave speeds in the Riemann solution
change continuously, but the intermediate state .(ul) does not approach
the left or right states of the shock, ul and ur . This is a typical feature
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FIGURE 2.2
of the nonclassical solution, not encountered when the Oleinik entropy
condition is enforced.
We have immediately:
Proposition 2.1. When (H1) holds, the admissible nonclassical solution
u to the Riemann problem, as defined above, depends continuously in the
L1-norm upon its initial states and satisfies the maximum principle:
&u&max( |ul |, |ur | ). (2.5)
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When (H2) holds for some ;>0, the nonclassical Riemann solution
coincides with Oleinik’s solution when |ul |;.
We stress that (2.5) holds for the flux-function f (u)=u3 and the entropy
U(u)=u22 but need not hold true for more general flux-functions or
entropies. For the general case, see [2].
In the rest of this section we study the interactions of two wave fronts
issued from nonclassical Riemann solutions. We show that certain types of
interaction increase the total variation norm, which is the main source of
difficulty.
Assume that the three states ul , um and ur , are separated by two wave
fronts, each being generated by a (nonclassical) Riemann solution. The
notation (ul : um) will be used for a wave front connecting ul on the left to
um on the right; by definition the two states are connected by a (single)
admissible wave. Denote by s1 and s2 the speeds of the wave fronts on the
left and the right, respectively. Fes to meet one requires that s1>s2 .
Each front can be either a classical (C) or nonclassical shock (NC) or a
rarefaction wave (R). Since we will need to consider piecewise constant
approximations, in the following sections when constructing approximate
solutions to the Cauchy problem, rarefaction waves are divided into n&
propagating discontinuities (at the &-stage of the construction). By conven-
tion, they travel at the (characteristic) speed of the right state. The speeds
s of a (classical or nonclassical) shock, or s$ of an approximate rarefaction
between the states u1 and u2 , are given by
s=s(u1 , u2)=u21+u1 u2+u
2
2 , s$=*(u2)=3 u
2
2 , (2.6)
respectively.
To classify the possible cases of interaction, we distinguish between the
various types of incoming and outgoing wave fronts and discuss on the sign
of um . We denote, for instance, by [(C, NC)(NC, R)] an interaction with
incoming left classical shock and right nonclassical shock, and outgoing left
nonclassical shock and right rarefaction.
In the trivial case .(ul)=:(ul)=&ul 2, the nonclassical shock cannot be
distinguished from the classical one. Thus we do not distinguish between
the wave patterns (NC, R) and (C, R) in that case.
For definiteness we treat the case ul>0, the case ul<0 being completely
analogous. We assume also ul {um and um{ur . For each possible
wave configuration, we determine the sign of the increment in the total
variation norm 2TV (total variation after the interaction minus the one
before).
The following discussion only requires (H1)(H2) to hold.
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2.a. The Left Incoming Wave Is a Rarefaction
Consider first the case when the front (ul : um) is a rarefaction, hence
um>ul . The front (um : ur) cannot be also a rarefaction, since it would have
ur>um and the speed s2 would be larger than s1 . Hence the front (um : ur)
may be a classical shock, when ur # [a(um), um), or a nonclassical shock. In
the latter case we have ur=.(um).
Various possibilities arise. If the right incoming wave is a shock, then
Case 1. [(R, C)(R)] when ur # [u l , um]. A rarefaction wave is out-
going and, clearly, due to the cancellation of the rarefaction (ul , um) by the
shock, one gets 2TV<0. Observe that this case occurs only if the incom-
ing rarefaction speed is larger than the incoming shock speed, which is the
case because, by our convention, the rarefaction travels with the charac-
teristic speed on its right side.
Case 2. [(R, C)(C)] when ur # [:(ul), u l). The incoming rarefaction
cancels out with a part of the incoming shock, and again 2TV<0.
Case 3. [(R, C)(NC, C)] when ur # (.(ul), :(u l)). If this happens,
then it must be that ur:(um), and therefore :(um)<:(ul). Two outgoing
wave-fronts are produced here, a nonclassical shock connecting ul to .(ul),
plus a classical one between .(ul) and ur . Here 2TV=2(ur&.(ul)&
(um&u l)).
Case 4. [(R, C)(NC, R)] when ur # (:(um), .(ul)]: this, obviously,
can happen only if :(um)<.(ul). The resulting wave pattern is a nonclassical
shock plus a rarefaction between .(ul) and ur . The incoming rarefaction is
canceled and 2TV<0.
If the right incoming wave is a nonclassical shock then ur=.(um). This
together with ul<um implies that ur:(ul), hence we have an outgoing
NC shock followed by a classical shock or a rarefaction depending on the
relative position of .(ul) and .(um). More precisely, we have
Case 5. [(R, NC)(NC, C)] in the case .(ul)<.(um). Here 2TV=
2(.(um)&um&.(ul)+ul )>0.
Case 6. [(R, NC)(NC, R)] when .(um).(ul). In this case 2TV<0.
The previous cases cover all possibilities; indeed, in all cases not
considered, there cannot be a single wave connecting um and ur .
2.b. The Left Wave Is a Classical Shock
If the left wave (ul : um) is a classical shock, then um # [:(ul), ul). Assume
first that um0. Then we have the following cases.
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Case 7. [(C, R)(C)] The wave (um : ur) is a rarefaction, with
ur # (um , ul). Observe that the incoming shock indeed travels faster than the
rarefaction which, by convention, travels with the right characteristic speed.
The resulting pattern is a shock connecting ul and ur . The rarefaction is
canceled and 2TV<0.
Case 8. [(C, C)(C)] when um>urmax[:(ul), :(um)]. A shock is
generated and 2TV=0.
Case 9. [(C, C)(NC, C)] when ur # (:(um), :(ul)). Necessarily :(um)
<:(ul). Here the total variation increases: 2TV=2(ur&.(ul))>0.
Case 10. [(C, NC)(C)] If um>; and ur=.(um) with .(um):(u l).
Both the incoming and outgoing wave patterns are monotone functions
and 2TV=0.
Case 11. [(C, NC)(NC, C)] if um>; and ur=.(um) with .(ul)<
.(um)<:(ul). In this case the total variation increases: 2TV=2(ur&
.(ul))>0.
Case 12. [(C, NC)(NC, R)]. If um>; and ur=.(um) with .(ul)
.(um). In this case both wave patterns are monotone functions and
2TV=0.
Consider now cases in which um0. Then ur can assume values in the
set (&, :(um)) _ [.(um)]. Observe that now :(um)>0.
Case 13. [(C, NC)(C)]. This can happen only if um<&; and
ur=.(um). The nonclassical shock has been canceled out and 2TV<0.
Case 14. [(C, C)(C)] when um<ur<:(um). Then one incoming
classical shock is completely canceled out and 2TV<0.
Case 15. [(C, R)(C)] when :(ul)ur<um . Then both incoming and
outgoing wave patterns are monotone and 2TV=0.
Case 16. [(C, R)(NC, C)] when .(ul)<ur<:(u l). A nonclassical
shock is generated and the total variation increases: 2TV=
(ur&.(u l))>0.
Case 17. [(C, R)(NC, R)] when .(ul)>ur . Then both wave patterns
are monotone and 2TV=0.
2.c. The Left Wave Is a Nonclassical Shock
Suppose now that (ul : um) is a non-trivial nonclassical shock. Then
um=.(ul) and :(um) is positive. The second wave cannot be a rarefaction,
with ur<um , because the speed s2 would be greater than s1 . The same
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would happen if ur # (um , :(ul)). Hence it must be that ur # (:(u l), :(um)] _
[.(um)] and there are two possibilities.
Case 18. [(NC, C)(C)] when :(ul)<ur:(um). The nonclassical
shock canceled out and a classical shock is produced: 2TV<0.
Case 19. [(NC, NC)(C)] when ur=.(um). The two incoming non-
classical shocks canceled out and, also in this case, a shock wave is
produced and 2TV<0.
Finally, the case ul=0 should be considered. This time there are only
three types of interactions, but these can be included in Cases 1, 4, 6 if we
admit the convention of having a nonclassical shock with zero strength
connecting the state 0 to itself. This completes the classification of all the
possible interaction patterns.
It should be noticed that, under the assumptions (H3)(H4), Cases 5, 9,
and 12 can never occur, because of the monotonicity of either : or .. But,
even after eliminating these cases there are still Cases 3, 11, and 16 in
which the total variation increases across the interaction.
One of the main problems here can be seen in Case 16 where the interac-
tion of a shock and a (possibly very small) rarefaction, produces a (large)
nonclassical shock plus a classical one, with a significant increase of the
total variation. Therefore a nonclassical solution is not total variation
diminishing and consequently the semigroup of solutions to the Cauchy
problem, if it exists, can not be a contraction in the L1-norm, as is the case
when the Oleinik entropy condition is enforced [10].
However, given a suitable sequence of approximate solutions u& of
(1.1)(1.2), in order to pass to the limit we need only to prove that the
total variation of u&(t, } ) is uniformly bounded in t and &. To reach this goal,
we now construct a modified total variation functional that decreases along
approximate solutions. More precisely, let u : R [ R be a piecewise con-
stant function and let x: , :=1, ..., N, be the points of discontinuity of u.
Define
V(u) := :
N
:=1
_(u(x:&), u(x:+)), (2.7)
where _(ul , ur) measures the strength of the wave connecting u l to ur . If
_(ul , ur) were equal to |ur&u l |, then V(u) would be precisely the total
variation of u. However, to compensate the increase of the total variation
we redefine the strength of a wave by weighting less all nonclassical shocks
and classical shocks which change sign, i.e., for which ul ur<0. Observe
that a left state ul>0 can be connected by a single jump to a right state
ur iff ur # [:(u l), +) _ [.(ul)]. Hence we can define ur [ _(ul , ur) only
on this set.
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In the rest of this paper, we assume that all of (H1)(H4) hold. We will
show in Section 3 that a good choice for _ is
_(ul , ur)
|ur&ul |, if ul ur0 or |ul |;,
:={%(ul) ur+|ul |, if ul ur<0 and |ur ||:(ul)| and |ul |>;,;+|:(ul)|, if ur=.(ul) and |ul |>;,
where
%(ul) :=
;&|:(ul)|
:(ul)
# [&1, 1].
We define also the strength of a nonclassical shock having ul as left state
by
_~ (ul) :=_(ul , .(ul)).
The graph of the function u [ _(ul , u), in the case ul>; and %(ul)>0, is
shown in Fig. 2.3.
To motivate the definition of _, consider the interaction pattern in
Case 16 listed above. For example, consider the interaction between a
classical shock (ul : :(ul)), ul>0, with a small rarefaction (:(ul) : ur). After
the interaction two waves emerge: a nonclassical shock (ul : .(ul)) followed
FIGURE 2.3
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by a classical shock (.(ul) : ur). Assume that we have given a definition for
the strength _ of a wave-front. It is natural to define _(ul , ur)=|u l&ur | if
ul ur>0. If we want V to be decreasing across the interaction, then _ must
satisfy
2V=_(ul , .(ul))+_(.(ul), ur)&_(u l , :(u l))&_(:(ul), ur)0.
Since this must be true for all um:(ul), by taking the limit um  :(ul) in
the above expression, we see that, once _(ul , :(ul)) is assigned, a natural
choice for the strength of a nonclassical shock is given by
_(ul , .(ul))=_(ul , :(ul))&_(.(ul), :(ul))
=_(ul , :(ul))&|:(ul)&.(ul)|.
Notice that _(ul , .(ul))<|ul&.(ul)|.
The choice of _(ul , :(ul)) is suggested by Case 10. Here we have a shock
interacting to the right with a nonclassical shock and producing a classical
shock which changes sign. Notice that in this case the usual variation is
constant across the interaction. So if we do not redefine the strength of the
classical shocks which change sign, in this case we will have
2V=(ul&.(um))&(ul&um)&_(um , .(um))
>(ul&.(um))&(ul&um)&(um&.(um))=0.
A good choice for _, suggested also by Case 13, is the one given above.
Now we want to compare the total variation of a piecewise function u
with V(u). Clearly it is enough to consider the case when u contains only
a single wave connecting the states ul and ur , say. First of all, since _(ul , ur)
|ur&u l |, then one has
V(u)TV(u). (2.8)
Without loss of generality we can assume ul>0. First let the wave in u be
classical. If ur0 or ul; then the two definitions coincide and we have
TV(u)=V(u). Now assume that ul>; and 0>ur:(u l). Since %(ul)<1
and :(ul)&ul 2, it follows that
TV(u)
V(u)
=
ul&ur
u l+%(ul) ur

u l&ur
u l+ur

u l+ul 2
u l&ul 2
=3. (2.9)
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Assume now that the states ul and ur are connected by a nonclassical wave.
Then ul>; and ur=.(u l). In this case, by (2.2) we have
TV(u)
V(u)
=
ul&.(ul)
;&:(ul)
=
2ul+:(u l)
;&:(u l)

2ul
;+;2
=
4
3;
u l . (2.10)
In conclusion, if u is a piecewise constant function containing only single
waves then
V(u)TV(u)max {3, 43; &u&= V(u). (2.11)
Therefore, in order to control the total variation of u, it is sufficient to
control V(u) and the [linf]-norm of u. For the latter, we will use Proposi-
tion 2.1, while for the former we will need the estimate to be derived in the
next section. At this point it is clear that we need ;>0 to control the total
variation of u with our functional V(u).
3. INTERACTION ESTIMATES
In this section we prove that, under the hypotheses (H1)(H4), the
functional V (see (2.7) in Section 2) decreases across each interaction. In
turn, this will imply that V decreases along our approximate solutions.
As before, we assume that two waves (ul : um) and (um : ur) are interact-
ing. Consider the case ul>0, the case ul<0 being similar. Recall that
:(ul)=&ul 2 when |ul |;. In each case identified in Section 2, we
compute the jump 2V of the functional V.
Case 1. This case is easy due to cancellations, and is omitted.
Case 2. Recall that um>ul , ur>:(u l) and :(um)<0. In particular one
has :(um)&:(ul)0 and .(um)&.(ul)0. If ur>0 or um<;, it is trivial.
Thus we assume ur<0 and um;. We have, if ul>;,
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(u l , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul+%(ul) ur)&(um&ul)&(um+%(um) ur)
=2(ul&um)+;ur \ 1:(ul)&
1
:(um)+
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2(ul&um)+;:(u l) \ 1:(ul)&
1
:(um)+
=2(ul&um)+; \:(um)&:(ul):(um) +
2(ul&um)+; \ul&um:(um) +=2
ul&um
:(um) \:(um)+
;
2+<0,
while if ul<;
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(u l , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul&ur)&(um&u l)&(um+%(um) ur)
=2(ul&um)&(%(um)+1) ur
2(ul&um)&(%(um)+1) :(um)
=&(um+2:(um))&(;&ul)&(um&u l)<0.
Case 3. In this case um>ul>; and :(u l)>ur:(um). We have
2V=_~ (ul)+_(.(ul), ur)&_(ul , um)&_(um , ur)
=(;&:(ul))+(ur&.(ul))&(um&ul)&(um+%(um) ur)
=2(ul&um)+;&
;
:(um)
ur
2(ul&um)+; \:(um)&:(ul):(um) + ,
and we conclude as in the Case 2.
Case 4. We have um>ul>; and .(ul)>ur:(um). Hence by (H2),
:(ul)>:(um) and it follows that
2V=_~ (ul)+_(.(ul), ur)&_(ul , um)&_(um , ur)
=(;&:(ul))+(.(ul)&ur)&(um&ul)&(um+%(um) ur)
=;&2(um+:(u l))&(%(um)+1) ur
;&2(um+:(um))&(%(um)+1) :(um)
=&2(um+2:(um))<0.
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Case 6. Since um>ul we have :(u l)>:(um) and
2V=_~ (ul)+_(.(ul), .(um))&_(u l , um)&_~ (um)
=(;&:(ul))+(:(um)+um&:(u l)&u l)&(um&ul)&(;&:(um))
=2(:(um)&:(u l))<0.
Case 7. Trivial case.
Case 8. We have ul>um>0 and um>ur>:(um). If ur>0 or u l<; the
case is trivial. Otherwise 0>ur>:(um), and if um>; we have
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(u l , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul+%(ul) ur)&(ul&um)&(um+%(um) ur)
=(%(ul)&%(ur)) ur=;ur \ 1:(ul)&
1
:(um)+<0,
while if um<; we have
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(ul , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul+%(ul) ur)&(ul&um)&(um&ur)
=(%(ul)+1) ur<0.
Case 10. Since ul>um>; and :(u l)<.(um), we get
2V=_(ul , .(um))&_(ul , um)&_~ (um)
=(ul+%(ul) .(um))&(u l&um)&(;&:(um))
=&;+(%(ul)&1) .(um)=; \.(um):(ul) &1+0.
Case 11. We get easily
2V=_~ (ul)+_(.(ul), .(um))&_(ul , um)&_~ (um)
=(;&:(ul))+(:(ul)+ul&:(um)&um)&(u l&um)&(;&:(um))=0.
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Case 13. Here um<&; and necessarily u l>;. Moreover :(ul)<0,
hence
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(u l , um)&_~ (um)
=(ul&.(um))&(ul+%(ul) um)&(;+:(um))
=&; \1+ um:(ul)+<0.
Case 14. This is possible when ul>um , :(u l)<um<0 and um<ur<
:(um). If u l<;, this case is trivial. So assume now ul;. If ur<0 then
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(u l , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul+%(ul) ur)&(ul+%(ul) um)&(ur&um)
=
;
:(ul)
(ur&um)<0.
If ur>0 and um>&;, then
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(ul , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul&ur)&(ul+%(ul) um)&(ur&um)
=&
;
:(ul)
um&2ur<0.
Finally, if um<&;, then
2V=_(ul , ur)&_(ul , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul&ur)&\ul+\ ;:(ul)+1+ um+&\\
;
:(um)
&1+ ur&um+
=&; \ um:(ul)+
ur
:(um)+<0.
Case 15. We have 0>um>ur . If ul<;, the case is trivial. Otherwise,
since %(ul)&1, we have
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2V=_(ul , ur)&_(u l , um)&_(um , ur)
=(ul+%(ul) ur)&(ul+%(ul) um)&(um&ur)
=(%(ul)+1)(ur&um)0.
Case 16. In this case 0um>:(ul)>ur . It follows that
2V=_~ (ul)+_(.(ul), ur)&_(ul , um)&_(um , ur)
=(;&:(ul))+(ur+u l+:(ul))&(ul+%(ul) um)&(um&ur)
=;+2ur&(%(ul)+1) um;+2:(u l)&\ ;:(ul)+2+ :(ul)=0.
Case 17. Here 0um>:(ul), hence
2V=_~ (ul)+_(.(ul), ur)&_(ul , um)&_(um , ur)
=(;&:(ul))+(&ul&:(ul)&ur)&(ul+%(ul) um)&(um&ur)
=;&2ul&2:(ul)&(%(ul)+1) um;&2ul&2:(ul)&(;+2:(ul))
=&2(ul+2:(ul))<0.
Case 18. It can happen when ul>;, um=.(u l) and :(um)>ur>:(ul).
Many subcases. If ur<0 then
2V=_(ul , ur)&_~ (u l)&_(.(ul), ur)
=(ul+%(ul) ur)&(;&:(ul))&(ur&.(u l))
=(ul+%(ul) ur)&(;&:(ul))&(ur+ul+:(ul))
=; \ ur:(ul)&1+<0.
Let now ur>0. If .(ul)>&; then
2V=_(ul , ur)&_~ (ul)&_(.(ul), ur)
=(ul&ur)&(;&:(u l))&(ur+u l+:(u l))
=&;&2ur<0.
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If, instead, .(ul)<&; then
2V=_(ul , ur)&_~ (ul)&_(.(ul), ur)
=(ul&ur)&(;&:(u l))&\\ ;:(.(ul))&1+ ur&.(ul)+
=&; \1+ ur:(.(ul))+<0.
Case 19. Here um=.(u l) and ur=.(um), hence
2V=_(ul , .(um))&_~ (u l)&_~ (um)
=(ul+:(um)+um)&(;&:(ul))&(;+:(um))
=(ul+:(um)&ul&:(u l))&(;&:(ul))&(;+:(um))
=&2;<0.
Recall that, under the assumptions (H1)(H4), Cases 5, 9, and 12 never
occur. Hence all of the possible interactions have been considered, and we
have proved that V decreases across each of them.
4. FRONT TRACKING APPROXIMATIONS
In this section we construct a sequence of piecewise constant approx-
imate solutions to (1.1)(1.2). For a fixed initial data u0 # BV, let u& be a
sequence of piecewise constant functions such that u&  u0 in L1 and
TV(u&)  TV(u0) as &  . Let $& be a sequence of positive numbers con-
verging to zero. For each &, the approximate solution u& is constructed as
follows. Solve approximatively the Riemann problem at each discontinuity
point of u& . This is obtained by approximating the solution given by the
nonclassical Riemann solver: every shock or non classical shock travels
with the correct shock speed, while the rarefactions are approximated by a
rarefaction fan. More precisely, every rarefaction wave connecting the
states ul and ur , say, with |u l&ur |>$& is approximated by a finite number
of small jumps traveling with speed equal to the right characteristic speed
and with strength less than or equal to $& . We patch together the local
solutions to obtain a function u&(x, t). At a new interaction, we solve again
the Riemann problem, etc. By slightly changing the speeds of the waves we
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can assume that only two waves interact at each interaction time. The func-
tion u& can be defined for all times if we prove that the total number of
waves at every fixed time t, say I&(t), and the total number of interactions
are both bounded.
First of all, note that at most two (shock, rarefaction) waves may leave
a point of interaction. Thus, across every interaction,
2I& :=I&(t+)&I&(t&)0
as long as all possible outgoing rarefactions are not split. Since by con-
struction only the rarefactions with strength greater than $& are split, and
since the strength of the rarefactions at time t=0+ is less than $& , then
it will be sufficient to prove that their strength does not increase across
each interaction. Let us now consider all the possible interactions when a
rarefaction wave is produced. By the analysis in Section 2, this happens in
Cases 1, 4, 6, and 17. In all of these cases, there is also an incoming rarefac-
tion, connecting the states ul and ur , say. Call _ the rarefaction strength.
Case 1. Trivial case: 2_<0.
Case 4. The variation of the strength across the interaction is given by
2_=(.(ul)&ur)&(um&ul)=&um&ur&:(ul)
2:(um)&ur&:(ul)=(:(um)&:(ul))+(:(um)&ur)<0.
Case 6. In this case the variation is given by
2_=(.(ul)&.(um))&(um&ul)=:(um)&:(ul)<0.
Case 17. Now the variation is given by
2_=(.(ul)&ur)&(um&ur)<0.
So we have proved that the strength of a rarefaction does not increase
across an interaction. Hence no new rarefaction can be generated at
positive times and the total number I&(t) is bounded by I&(0+) for every
time t>0 and integer &.
For a conservation law with convex flux-function, the bound on the total
number of waves is sufficient to deduce a bound on the total number of
interactions too. Indeed two interacting waves either join together or can-
cel, and therefore can interact only once. This fact is no longer true in our
case due to non-convexity of the flux and the presence of nonclassical
shocks. For example, consider a nonclassical shock and a classical shock
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interacting as in Case 11. After the interaction, a classical and a nonclassi-
cal fronts are produced. At a later time, the outgoing non-classical shock
may interact with another shock coming from the left (again Case 11),
producing a new classical shock and a non-classical one with greater speed
that turns back and is again interacting with the first shock considered. So,
it is not clear at this stage of the proof that the total number of interactions
is finite. To prove this fact, we now construct a functional that decreases
by a fixed positive quantity at each interaction. Note that V(u&(t)) does not
satisfy this property, due to Cases 8, 10, 11, and 17.
Fix & and let I&=I&(0+)I&(t). We define
H&(t) :=(I&+1) *[waves in u&(t)]+ :
x:(t) # C, R
*[waves in u&(t)]
+ :
x:(t) # NC
*[waves in u&(t) to the left of x:(t)], (4.1)
where C, NC, R denote the sets of all classical, nonclassical shocks and
rarefactions, respectively, at time t. By the analysis above, H&(0+) is boun-
ded by (I&+1) I&+I 2& . Moreover, by definition, H& decreases by at least 1
across each interaction with only one outgoing wave, i.e., in Cases 1, 2, 7,
8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19: Namely the first term in (4.1) decreases by at least
I&+1 while the sum of the last two terms increases by at most I& . In all of
the remaining cases a left outgoing nonclassical shock is produced. Hence,
even though the number of waves is constant across these interactions and
so the first term remains constant, the second part of the functional
decreases by at least 1. Therefore 2H&&1 across each interaction. Since
initially H& is bounded and positive, this implies that the total number of
interactions is finite. So u&(t, x) can be defined for all t>0 and x # R.
5. CONVERGENCE
We conclude by checking that there exists a subsequence of [u&(x, t)]
that converges in L1loc(R_R+) to a weak solution satisfying the entropy
inequality.
First of all, a uniform control for &u&& follows from Proposition 2.1,
namely:
Lemma 5.1 (Maximum Principle). For every t0 and &1, there holds
&u&(t)&&u&(0)& . (5.1)
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Moreover &u&(0)& is bounded by a constant C, since u& converges to
u0 in L1 and BV. Combining the maximum principle with the analysis in
Sections 3 and 4, V(u&) and therefore the total variation of u&(t) is
uniformly bounded in t>0 and &. Indeed
TV(u&(t))max {3, 43; &u&(t)&= V(u&(t))
max {3, 43; &u&(0)&= V(u&(0+))
max {3, 4C3;= TV(u&(0+)). (5.2)
Hence, by Helly’s Theorem there exists a subsequence of u& that con-
verges in L1loc(R_R+) to a limiting function u. As in [1, 3], one can check
that u is actually a weak solution of (1.1)(1.2), i.e., for every function ,
with compact support in R_[0, ) it satisfies
|

0
|

&
[u(x, t) t,(x, t)+u(x, t)3 x,(x, t)] dx dt
+|

&
u0(x) ,(x, 0) dx=0,
and that satisfies also the single entropy inequality (1.5), i.e., for every
positive function , with compact support in R_R it satisfies
|

0
|

& _
u(x, t)2
2
t,(x, t)+
3u(x, t)4
4
x,(x, t)& dx dt0.
Finally we summarize the main result obtained in this paper:
Theorem 5.2. Consider the cubic conservation law (1.1) together with a
nonclassical Riemann solver characterized by the function . : R  R. Suppose
that . satisfies the assumptions (H1)(H4) listed in Section 2.
Then, given an initial data with bounded total variation, the front tracking
algorithm introduced in Section 4 generates a sequence of approximate solu-
tions u&=u&(x, t) which satisfy the maximum principle (5.1) and have
uniformly bounded total variation. As &  , the scheme converges to a weak
solution to the conservation law (1.1) satisfying the entropy inequality (1.5).
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